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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good Morning and welcome!  We’re pleased to be here today with you to review our 2022 benefits program.  I’m Donna Brewer, Director of Employee Benefits here at Wesleyan.I just want to go through a few housekeeping items before we get started.The presentation will be about 45 minutes to an hour.  We will be recording it and posting it on the 2022 Open Enrollment page of the Wesleyan Human Resources website.  The slides with the transcript of the presentation will also be available there.After the presentation, we will open it up for questions. You can submit the questions through the Zoom Q&A function and Denise White-Patterson will make sure that the presenters address your questions live or if you have a personal situation that we respond back to you after the presentation.That brings up an important point – for those personal situations or questions, we ask you to wait until you can ask them privately.  While many people seem to feel comfortable talking about their personal situations, HIPAA privacy regulations don’t permit us to discuss them publicly, and believe it or not, your co-workers might not be comfortable receiving your personal info either!  But we’re happy to help you privately, and our providers!



Topics

• Benefit Survey Results
• What’s changing effective January 1, 2022
• Medical Plans - Plan Features Continuing In 2022
• Health Savings Account (HSA)
• Flexible Spending Account (FSA)
• Dental Plan
• Vision Plan
• Supplemental Life Insurance
• Disability Programs and the CT Paid Leave Benefit
• Wellness Program
• Next Steps!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All right, I’m going to start the recording now and introduce our official presentation for the recording.Good morning and Welcome to the 2022 Wesleyan Open Enrollment presentation.  I’m Donna Brewer, Wesleyan’s Director of Employee Benefits here at Wesleyan.  Today we’ll be reviewing:
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Benefit Survey Background  
Purpose of the Survey

• Provide new Human Resources Leadership with baseline of employee 
satisfaction with Wesleyan benefits

• Gain insight into any barriers based on race, socioeconomic status, 
gender, length of service, and age

• Gain insight into employee awareness of benefits programs and interest 
in additional voluntary employee-paid benefits

• Help inform future planning to ensure competitive benefit programs

Spring - 2021: offered survey to 966 benefits eligible faculty and staff
Response Rate: approximately 66% (69% staff, 62% faculty)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So you’ll remember that we conducted a benefits survey this past spring.  There were a lot of reasons that we wanted to survey our faculty and staff regarding our benefit plans.  Review bullets.We received a lot of great feedback from both faculty and staff.  In fact, about 2/3 of all employees responded to the survey!
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Summary of Benefit Survey 
Findings

• Benefits with the highest level 
of satisfaction:

- Dependent Tuition
- Sick Leave
- Vacation Time
- Retirement Plan –
Employer Contribution

• Lowest levels of satisfaction:
- The EAP
- Long-Term Disability
- EAP Customer Service
- Neighborhood Preschool
Scholarships

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide summarizes the benefit survey results and shows the percentage of employees who are satisfied or very satisfied with each of our benefits programs, including the customer service of some of our main vendors.  The programs at the top of the page are those employees are more satisfied with and the lower down on the list the program is, the less employees are satisfied with the program.  As you can see, the benefits with the highest level of satisfaction are the dependent tuition benefit, sick leave, vacation time, the employer contribution in the retirement plan, the medical plan, the mortgage assistance program and the wellness program.  All of these programs showed that 75% of more of survey respondents were satisfied with them.  The lowest levels of satisfaction (55% or under) were with the EAP (including its customer service), long term disability and the Neighborhood Preschool Scholarship program.We received a lot of great feedback in the comments section of the survey that will help us improve satisfaction for some of the lower-rated programs, but there are others, like the long term disability program that we’ll have to ask for additional information as they weren’t mentioned in the comments.Customer service for Cigna, Delta and the EAP weren’t as high as we’d like and we’re starting those discussions with the vendors.
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Summary of Benefit Survey Findings

• Barriers and inequalities - 5% reported the following:
• - Costs are a barrier and inequity for lower wage earners.
• - Fertility and infertility treatment for heterosexual versus same-

sex couples
• - Insurance costs for those in domestic partnerships versus married 

couples

• Perception - faculty members are treated more favorably than staff.

• Good participation in wellness programs by staff.
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Importance of Additional Care & Voluntary 
Employee Paid Options

• Half of all covered employees viewed access to the following options 
as being moderately or very important:

• Nutritionist 56%
• Chiropractic 54%
• Integrative medicine 54%

• Interest in voluntary benefits paid 100% by employees varied

• Auto/Homeowners Insurance 49%
• Legal Assistance 35%
• Pet Insurance 33%
• Identity Theft Insurance 29%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We wanted to determine the interest level (about 50%) for some alternative care options through the medical plan as we had gotten feedback that these were important to some people.  The treatment courses that received the strongest interest were nutrition visits, chiropractic care, which we already offer, and integrative medicine.Interest in the voluntary employee-paid programs that I mentioned before was less than we expected, but auto and home owners insurance received the most interest at 49%, with legal assistance, pet insurance and identity theft all around 30%. 
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Next Steps
Multi-year plan that considers trends and employee feedback 

Focus Areas:

• The best coverage at a reasonable cost 
• Benefits administration process improvement
• Vendor customer service 
• Continued assessment of programs with lower satisfaction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we will do next is we are taking the information that we gathered and we’re putting together a multi-year plan.We’re going to focus on providing the best coverage we are able to at a reasonable cost.�We’ll continue to focus on improving our benefits processes.  Hopefully you’ve noticed a few that we have done recently including revamping the benefits pages on the Wesleyan HR website, the automated enrollment feature through Retirement@Work as well as the new automated Dependent Tuition application and invoice submission process.  Coming next – we’ll be automating leave administration through Workforce.We’ll also be working with our vendors to ensure great customer service and you’ll see from our Open Enrollment changes that we started with Cigna.And lastly, we’ll focusing on benefits programs that have lower satisfaction.  So thank you for participating and providing us with great feedback that we’ve already started to use!



What’s Changing Effective January 1, 2022
• Premiums

• Medical, Dental & Vision - No change to premium amounts
• Medical Premium Subsidy - Unchanged, however, salary threshold increasing

to $65,396

• Eligibility
• Non-Temporary Part-Time Staff (.5 FTE) - Are now eligible for medical, dental, 

vision, flexible spending accounts, life and disability coverage, as well as the 
Wellness Points program

• Cigna
• Access to One Guide representatives and technology to assist you with coverage 

and claims questions. Representatives will help you find providers and connect you 
to lifestyle management coaches, clinical and behavioral health programs.

• Certain continuous glucose monitor supplies are now covered in full in-network.
• Medically necessary nutrition visits increase from 3 visits to 12 visits a year.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can see from the changes that we are making (or not making in the case of paycheck contributions!) that some of them directly address some off the concerns brought up during the survey.  1) Keeping paycheck contributions flat helps address the cost concern.  2) We’re extending eligibility to non-temporary part-time staff is one way we are ensuring equitable access to benefits. 3) We’re adding additional member support with Cigna to help address service concerns and raise awareness of the clinical, behavioral health and lifestyle management programs we offer that can help keep you healthy, both items that were raised in the benefits survey.  3) We’re adding coverage for medically necessary nutrition visits based on survey feedback and certain continuous glucose monitors as well.



What’s Changing Effective January 1, 2022 
• Delta Dental

• You or your covered dependents can roll over 25% of unused 2021 dental 
balances to 2022 (must meet certain qualifications).

• Connecticut Paid Leave Program (CT PL)
• Benefits begin January 1, 2022. Wesleyan-provided short-term disability 

and parental leave benefits will supplement the State’s benefits to provide 
our current benefit level.

• Retirement Plan Loans
• Loans will now be available through Fidelity starting December 1, 2021.
• TIAA is changing the way they provide loans.
• TIAA and Fidelity will be sending communications to participants regarding 

these changes.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want to remind you of the dental rollover feature we added to the plan for 2021, since 2022 will be the first year that funds will rollover for covered employees meeting the rollover guidelines.  We’ll talk about that more when we review dental benefits.Lastly, the CT Paid Leave benefits start January 1, 2022.  The State’s benefit will coordinate with the Wesleyan-provided benefits and we’ll talk about those details later in the presentation as well.4) Just a quick note that isn’t tied to open enrollment, Retirement Savings Loans will now be available through Fidelity starting on December 1, 2021.  TIAA is also changing the way they provide Retirement plan loans. TIAA and Fidelity will be sending communications to participants regarding these changes.



Medical Plans
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s dive into the Wesleyan medical plan



2022 Monthly Medical Employee Premiums
Tier OAPIN OAP HDHP

Employee $244.36 $288.79 $182.52

Employee + Child(ren) $465.40 $549.52 $347.41

Employee + Spouse/Domestic Partner $589.95 $696.40 $440.64

Family Including Spouse/Domestic 
Partner $734.10 $866.61 $548.32

Tier Monthly Subsidy

Employee $67.88
Employee + Child(ren)
Employee + Spouse/Domestic Partner $146.11

Family Including Spouse/Domestic Partner $180.09

2022 Premium Subsidy Eligibility: Employees whose annualized full-time base salary is less than or equal to $65,396
Subsidy credits are applied to the employee paycheck based on pay frequency.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The employee contributions for the plans are also in the guide, I’ve put them here in the deck for your to review, but I’m sure it’s something that you’ll want to refer to later.Since our employee contributions are remaining the same as where they are this year, the premium subsidy is staying the same, however, we have increased the maximum base pay to receive the subsidies by 3% to ensure eligibility for the program remains in tact.



Medical Plans
• Wesleyan offers 3 health plans through Cigna

• Open Access Plan - OAP
• Open Access In-Network Plan - OAPIN
• High-Deductible Health Plan with an HSA option - HDHP

• Employee choice
• Tax preferred opportunity to save for future healthcare needs
• More employee control over health care expenditures
• Portability

• Telemedicine
• Behavioral health options continue to be available.

• Dependents are covered up to age 26, coverage terminates at the end of the 
month following 26th birthday.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide contains some basic information, most of which you already know.Just a reminder, the full coverage for COVID testing applies if there is a medical need for the testing, which includes either symptoms or exposure as determined by your provider.  You’re familiar with the three medical plan options, the Open Access Plan, The Open Access In-Network Plan and the High Deductible Health Plan with H.S.A. Option.Just a few details about telemedicine.  We know that more of you have been using telemedicine as an option during the pandemic. It provides a great way to reduce the time you spend outside of your home to receive care for conditions that can be treated virtually.  Cigna continues to provide behavioral health options through telehealth. We will talk about some of those options a little later in today’s presentation.The last item we want to remind you of is that your dependent children are covered until the end of the month in which they turn 26.



OAPIN OAP HDHP

Deductible Format Individual Individual Family

In-Network Deductible $500 / $1,000 $500 / $1,000 $1,500 / $3,000

Out-Of-Pocket Maximum $1,500 / $3,000 $1,500 / $3,000 $3,000 / $6,000

Matching HSA Contribution (100% 
match up to the limits shown)

N/A N/A $500

Coinsurance 
(In-Network/Out-of-Network)

100% 100% / 70% 100% / 80%

Office/Specialist/Urgent Care Copays $25 / $35 / $40 $25 / $35 / $40 Deductible

Inpatient Deductible Deductible Deductible

Outpatient Deductible Deductible Deductible

Emergency Room $200 $200 Deductible

Preventive Care Healthcare Reform 
Schedule

Healthcare Reform 
Schedule

Healthcare Reform 
Schedule

Wesleyan Medical Plan Design Review
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slides reviews the basic coverage of our three plans, such as the deductibles, out-of-pocket maximums, co-payments and co-insurance.  If you’re not sure what those terms mean, please refer to the Enrollment Guide.Just as a note, none of these plan coverage elements have changed from the 2021 levels.



Wesleyan Pharmacy Plan Design Review

OAPIN OAP
HDHP

(after deductible has been meet)
• Retail limited to 30-day supply - 90-day supply available at select pharmacies who participate in the Cigna 90 Day 

Now program
• Home Delivery – up to 90-day supply including specialty drugs
• Pre-authorization for specialty drugs

Retail 30-day:

Generic:
Preferred Brand:

Non-Preferred Brand:

20% - min. $  5, max. $50
25% - min. $15, max. $50
25% - min. $20, max. $50

20% - min. $10, max. $100
25% - min. $30, max. $100
25% - min. $40, max. $100

Retail & Home Delivery 90-day: 

Generic:
Preferred Brand:

Non-Preferred Brand:
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slides reviews the basic of the pharmacy program, which are also remaining the same for 2022.



Cigna One Guide

Contact a representative by calling the customer service number on 
the back of your Cigna insurance card or by going to myCigna.com.  

• Answer coverage questions
• Keep on track with preventive visits
• Find the right health care providers in-network
• Connect to lifestyle management programs, clinical and behavioral 

health programs
• Get cost estimates and avoid surprise expenses
• Understand Explanation of Benefits (EOB) and medical bills
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cigna OneGuide representative will be available to help you with all the current coverage and claims questions you direct to Cigna Customer Service now, as well as several more listed here.Cigna OneGuide is accessed by the number on the back of your member card, our calls will now be routed to OneGuide reps automatically based on your member ID.Cigna OneGuide representatives will be a partner to you in helping you to stay on track with your preventive visits.  They’ll also help you to find in-network providers who have high quality ratings.As new regulations come into effect in 2022 regarding transparency in health care costs, as well as reducing surprise billing, OneGuide representatives will be able to give you cost estimates and avoid those surprises.They’ll also have a greater awareness of the clinical, behavioral health and lifestyle management programs that are available to you through our plan.The myCigna website will also be changing to incorporate much of the information above.



Programs to Support Emotional Health
• Cigna Total Behavioral Health Program*

• Dedicated support, lifestyle coaching and online tools to help you manage life events

• Virtual Behavioral Care*
• Ginger*

• Behavioral health coaching via text, self-guided content and if needed, video-based therapy and 
psychiatry

• TalkSpace*
• Online therapy services via private messaging or live video with a dedicated, licensed therapist

• IPrevail
• Free on-demand peer coaching, available 24/7, that includes interactive lessons and tools, support 

communities focused on helping to alleviate stress, anxiety, depression and more

• Happify
• A free app with science-based games and activities designed to help you gain confidence, reduce 

stress and anxiety, increase mindfulness and emotional well-being and boost health and 
performance

• CignaResilience.com
• A free resource to help you understand and learn more about resilience, take an online 

questionnaire to assess your resilience and learn about tools to build it

*Cost sharing applies. 15

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I mentioned that we wanted to remind you of several programs we offer through our Cigna plans that can help support you or your covered family members’ emotional health.First, our medical coverage with Cigna covers outpatient and inpatient behavioral health visits.  If you need help finding a provider, you can go to mycigna.com or call the 800 number on your medical card.Ginger offers confidential mental healthcare that is available 24/7/365. It is important to note that costs will apply for access to Ginger. It will include 30 days of unlimited behavioral health coaching as well as self care content library and learning activities.Talkspace is an additional online therapy service that connects you with a licensed therapist for your state of residence. Users can regularly message their dedicated therapist via text, voice or video 5 days a week. It is important to note that cost sharing will apply.Cigna’s partnership with iPrevail provides peer coaching that’s available 24/7.  There are also interactive lessons, tools and support communities available.You can also sign up for Happify, which is a free app with science-based games and activities that are designed to help you gain confidence, reduce stress and anxiety, increase your mindfulness and boost your health and performance.And if you are curious about your resilience, there’s an on-line questionnaire at cignaresilience.com to assess your resilience.  They also provide tools to understand resilience and build it.



What is a High-Deductible Health Plan (HDHP)?

• A medical and prescription plan with an up-front deductible 
applicable to all eligible medical and pharmacy expenses except for 
preventive care

• Can be combined with a Health Savings Account (HSA) if you meet 
the eligibility requirements

• Focused HDHP/HSA presentation to be posted on the 2022 Open 
Enrollment Benefits website
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I know that we’ve had the high deductible health plan for several years, but since coverage within the plan is different from the OAP and OAPIN plans on several points, we want to make sure that we provide the nuances that make the high deductible plan different.  It can a good choice for those who want access to a health savings account to help them save for their medical expenses both now and in their retirement.  But there are things that you need to know before choosing this plan.For instance, with the exception of in-network preventive care, most of which is covered at 100%, both medical care and prescriptions are subject to the deductible before the plan pays.  This means you have to cover the allowed cost of the drug before the plan kicks in.  You will want to make sure that you cover your deductible by contributing to your health savings account or by having the funds needed on-hand in case of a large health expense.Denise White-Patterson will be conducting a presentation on Wednesday, November 3rd at 12 to go through the details of the plan.  Please sign up through Success at Wes to participate.  We’ll also be posting the webinar on the 2022 Open Enrollment page of the website.



Health Savings Account
(HSA)
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Health Savings Account (HSA)
• An HSA is an individually owned bank account that allows you to set aside pre-tax dollars to 

pay for qualified out of pocket expenses.
• The employer and employee can make tax-free deposits into an HSA.
• Any unused funds roll over year to year.
• You decide how and when to use the money available in the account.

• HSAs can be used to cover:
• Insurance deductibles, copays and coinsurance
• Qualified health care expenses (including dental & vision)

• 2022 HSA contribution limit is a flat dollar amount
• $3,650 for Individual 
• $7,300 for Family 

• Wesleyan matches employee contributions up to $500 annually, this is accounted in the 
contribution limit noted above.

• Those age 55 or over can contribute an additional $1,000 annually.

• Please view our HDHP Medical Plan and HSA presentation for important plan details.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the meantime, here are a few details regarding the Health Savings Accounts. Just remember you must be enrolled in the High Deductible Health Plan in order to be enrolled in an H.S.A.Go through slide bullets. We’ve included a few more slides on the HDHP plan and HSAs in the addendum of this presentation, but you’ll receive the most detailed info in the HDHP presentation.

https://www.wesleyan.edu/hr/staff/benefits/hsa.html


Flexible Savings Account
(FSA)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another type of account that can help you fund your health care costs and your dependent care costs on a pre-tax basis is a flexible spending account.



Flexible Spending Accounts
Group Dynamic Inc. (GDI) - Plan Administrator 

Medical Expense Reimbursement Account (MERA)

This plan allows you to pay for eligible out-of-pocket expenses with pre-tax dollars.  
Eligible expenses include plan deductibles, copays, coinsurance, and other non-covered 
medical, dental and vision healthcare expenses for you and your dependents.

The 2022 maximum annual MERA limit is $2,750 (IRS may update the contribution limit)

Dependent Care Account

This plan allows you to pay for eligible out-of-pocket dependent care expenses with pre-
tax dollars.  Eligible expenses may include daycare center, in-home childcare, and before 
or after-school care for your dependent children under age 13 (other individuals may 
qualify if they are incapable of self-care and are considered your taxable dependents).

The 2022 maximum annual Dependent Care limit is $5,000 ($2,500 if married and filing 
separately).

Claims run out grace period - 2022 
claims incurred through 3/15/23 must 
be submitted to GDI for reimbursement 
by 4/15/23. If you have a 2021 balance, 
you must submit them to GDI by 
04/15/2023 for 2021 claims (or used for 
2022 claims incurred through 12/31/22).
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, let’s look at the Medical Expense Reimbursement Account.Read info above.We also offer a dependent care spending account Read info above.Please note, FSAs are different than HSAs in that you must use the money in your account each year or according to IRS regulations, you will lose it.  Wesleyan does offer a grace period however, you have until March 15th following the plan year to incur your expenses, but you must submit them by April 15th in order to be reimbursed.The IRS has a habit of not releasing FSA changes for the next until we’ve already printed and communicated our open enrollment information, however, I’ve heard that 2021 levels may be the same as 2020.  If the amounts do increase, we will let you know and provide an opportunity to increase your election before the end of the year if open enrollment has already closed.  



HSA vs FSA
Health Savings Account

(HSA)
Flexible Spending Account

(FSA)

Medical Plan Design Must meet federal design mandates No plan design requirements

2021 Contribution Limits Employee + employer contribution limits of $3,650 single 
and $7,300 family, 

plus $1,000 employee catch-up contribution if age 55+

Set by employer, but no more than 
$2,750

(IRS may update the contribution limit)

Source of Contributions Employee and/or Employer Employee

Employer Contribution Up to $500 of employee contribution matched None

Ability to Change Payroll 
Deductions

Unrestricted; limit to monthly changes Annual election; change allowed with 
Qualified Life Event only

Year End Account Balance Contributions & earnings carryover Use or Lose

Portability of Account Yes None

Investment of Contributions Available after HSA balance reaches $1,000 NA

Tax-Free Reimbursement or 
Distributions

Qualified health expenses. Also allows payment of 
premiums for COBRA and Medicare

Qualified health expenses. Payment of 
premiums not allowed

Taxable Distributions If reimbursed for other than qualified healthcare expense 
prior to age 65

NA
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart compares the features of health savings accounts with FSAs.The HSA limits were shared earlier this year, so the amounts reflected here are the correct 2022 maximums.Please note: the IRS does not allow you to contribute to both a regular medical FSA and an HSA



Dental Plan
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our dental plan:



2022 Monthly Dental Employee Premiums

Tier Delta Dental 
Core Plan

Delta Dental 
Buy-Up Plan

Employee $14.73 $20.33
Employee + Child(ren) $27.98 $38.62
Employee + 
Spouse/Domestic Partner $35.34 $48.78

Family Including  
Spouse/Domestic Partner $44.21 $61.03
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slides shows the monthly employee contributions for each plan.  



Delta Dental
Carryover Maximum – Allows you to carryover 25% of 
unused benefits into subsequent plan years!  Preventive care 
does not count towards maximum.

Requirements:
• You must enroll for the entire plan year.
• Use no more than 50% of the standard annual 

maximum during the benefit year.
• See a dentist during the benefit year for an exam or 

cleaning. (claim must be submitted). If preventive 
care is not received, ALL accumulated carryover 
maximum benefit is lost.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a reminder, in 2021 we added a new feature in both plans that allows you to carry over unused benefits into future plan years.There are some requirements before you can carryover benefits to the next plan year:Read bullets.�This is the first opportunity to have a carry over to raise 2022 maximums if the requirements are met.



Delta Dental - Carryover Benefit
Benefit 

Year
Standard 
Annual 

Maximum

Claims Used During Year
(if less than <$600/year, 
qualify for rollover limit)

Annual Benefit 
Remaining

Carryover Benefit - 25% of  
Annual Benefit Remaining 

($300 maximum)

Total Benefit Maximum for 
Plan Year

2021 $1,200 Cleaning/Exam + $80 
Other Services

$1,120 $1,120 X 25% = $280 $1,200

2022 $1,200 Cleaning/Exam + $380 
Other Services

$820 $820 X 25% = $205 $1,200 + $280 = $1,480

2023 $1,200 No Cleaning or Exam + 
$0 Other Services

$1,200 $0 Carries forward to 
2024 and all extra 
carryover is lost

$1,480 + $205 = $1,685

2024 $1,200 … … … $1,200
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example of someone enrolled in the CORE plan, who will carryover benefits from 2021 to 2022 and 2022 to 2023, but since they don’t get a cleaning or exam in 2024 will not roll over into 2025.  Please: not just your current year carryover is lost if you don’t receive preventive care, your entire carry over is lost, that’s how important receiving your preventive care is!Just a note: you cannot accumulate more than one year’s benefit in your cumulate carryover bucket.  So if you are in the Core plan, your carryover will never be more than $1,200 and if you are in the Buy-Up plan, your carryover will never be more than $2,000.



Delta Dental Plan
Plan Features Delta Dental PPO

Plus Premier “Core Plan”
Delta Dental PPO

Plus Premier “Buy-Up Plan”

Annual Deductible Individual $50
Family $150

Individual $50
Family $150

Preventive Care 100%
(No deductible & not included in 

annual allowance)

100%
(No deductible & not included in 

annual allowance)

Basic Services 80% 80%

Major Services 50% 60%

Annual Maximum 
Benefit

$1,200 $2,000

Orthodontia 50% 50%

Orthodontia Lifetime
Maximum

$1,500
(Adults & Dependent Children)

$2,000
(Adults & Dependent Children)

Dependent Coverage Dependents will be covered up to age 26 
(coverage will terminate at the end of the month following 26th birthday)
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Presentation Notes
Here are the most used plan design features of our dental plans, the Wesleyan guide has more details, and we’ve included the Plan Summaries from Delta Dental on the open enrollment site as well.



Vision Plan
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2022 Monthly Vision Employee Premiums

Tier EyeMed

Employee $4.71

Employee + Children $9.42

Employee + Spouse $8.95

Family $13.85
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And the monthly employee premiums.



EyeMed

• Through EyeMed

• No change in premiums

• Hardware only - lenses/frames/contact lenses

• Eye exams are covered under the Cigna medical plans.

• Vision plan is 100% employee funded.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our Vision coverage is provided through two components:Your annual eye exams are covered through Cigna (100% if you stay in-network and you’ll receive up to a $75 allowance if you see an out-of-network providerYour glasses and contacts are covered through Eyemed.  Coverage remains identical to 2021.



EyeMed Plan

Plan Features EyeMed

Frames $0 copay, $150 allowance: 20% off balance over $150

Standard Corrective Lenses
• Single Vision
• Bifocal
• Trifocal

$20
$20
$20

Premium Lenses
• Stand Progressive
• Premium Progressive

$85
80% of charge less $35 allowance

Contact Lenses
• Medically Necessary
• Elective

$0 copay, $150 allowance: 15% off balance over $150
$150 allowance: 15% off balance over $150

Frequency
• Frames
• Standard Plastic Lenses or Contacts

Once every 24 months
Once every 12 months
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Presentation Notes
Here are the major coverage components of the vision plan



Supplemental Life Insurance
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Unum 
Supplemental Life Insurance Plans
Unum administers our supplemental life insurance plans

• Supplemental Employee Life: Can be purchased 
up to 5 times annual salary not to exceed $750,000.

• Supplemental Spouse Life: Can be purchased 
up to $100,000.

• Supplemental Child Life: $5,000

• Evidence of Insurability (EOI) application is required and must be 
approved by Unum.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A few other details!Our basic and supplemental life insurance programs through UNUM are remaining the same.  Please note: life insurance benefits decrease at age 65 and again at age 70.If you apply for supplemental life insurance during open enrollment or after you are first eligible, you will be subject to evidence of insurability which means that you will have to complete a medical questionnaire and once UNUM reviews your medical history, your request for coverage may be approved or denied.  UUNUM will notify us if you are approved and your coverage and premium will be increased at that time.Please note: to enroll in supplemental dependent coverage, you must be enrolled in supplemental life insurance and your dependent coverage can’t exceed 50% of your life insurance amount.



Connecticut Paid Leave Program
(CT PL)
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Connecticut Paid Leave 
As a covered employee in the State of Connecticut, the Connecticut Paid Leave (CT PL) 
program allows you to take time off to care for yourself and your family’s health needs 
without worrying about lost of income while you are away from work.
Effective Date:

• January 1, 2022

Eligibility:
• Must be an active employee, have either earned wages of at least $2,325 over the 

qualifying period or have been employed within the last twelve months.

Benefit:
• Twelve weeks if you or a family member have experienced a serious health condition, 

are welcoming a new child into your family, are impacted by family violence, need to 
care of a family member injured while on active duty in the military or to take leave 
to prepare for a family member entering the active military overseas.

• Two additional weeks are available if you experience a serious health condition 
during pregnancy.
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Presentation Notes
These next few slides cover the new CT Paid Leave benefit.  The most important thing you need to know about this benefit is that it will affect how benefits will be paid to you by Wesleyan for both short term disability and parental leave.  This is because, in most cases, the majority of these benefits will now be paid to you by the State of Connecticut through their selected administrator AFLAC.  �Review eligibility and benefit as per slide.



Connecticut Paid Leave
Weekly Benefit:

Filing a Claim:  www.ctpaidleave.org

• File for State benefits with AFLAC - thirty (30) days in advance whenever possible to ensure timely 
payment. Payments are approved within five days of all documentation being received by State and 
payments are paid two weeks in arrears.

• Employer verification is required - employee is required to provide form to employer. Delay in getting this 
to Wesleyan Human Resources will delay payment.

• Medical documentation is required to be submitted to the state and to Unum.
• File for Wesleyan supplemental benefits by contacting benefits@wesleyan.edu.

Annual 
Earnings

Wesleyan Total Weekly Short Term 
Disability Benefit

Assumes Years of Service > 6 years + 
100% benefit

State Benefit (Paid by State of 
Connecticut through AFLAC

(01/01/2022)

Wesleyan Benefit
(Paid by Wesleyan)

$30,000 $576.92 95% of average weekly wage = 
$548.08 up to 12 weeks

$28.84

$50,000 $961.54 81% of average weekly wage = 
$780.00 (capped at maximum) 

up to 12 weeks

$181.54

$100,000 $1,923.08 41% of average weekly wage = 
$780.00 (capped at maximum) 

up to 12 weeks

$1,143.08
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Wesleyan will supplement the state-provided at the level needed to bring you to Wesleyan’s current short-term disability (or family leave) benefits.  You will receive two payments, one from the State (through AFLAC) and the remainder from Wesleyan, which is the balance needed to bring you to the current Wesleyan benefit.�This table shows examples of the benefit level provided by the State, as well as the Wesleyan supplement.The process to file a claim is also outlined (go through steps).For more information or if you are anticipating a leave in 2022, contact benefits@wesleyan.edu and www.ctpaidleave.org.

http://www.ctpaidleave.org/


Wellness Incentive Points Program
Wesleyan’s Wellness Incentive Points Program rewards individuals dedicated 
to improving their health and well-being. You can earn points by actively 
participating in health improvement programs and activities that can then be 
redeemed for cash payments. Benefit eligible faculty, staff, spouses and 
partners are eligible to participate and earn points (up to $150/each on a 
semi-annual basis).

Wellness points are entered through the
Wellness Points Tool which is available 
under “My Information” in WesPortal.

Note: To add or change a spouse/domestic partner, please click the 
Spouse/Partner link at the top of the screen.

Cardinal Fit Program & Lunch-N-Learns
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We’re approaching the finish line here!  Just a few more details:Many of you are familiar with the Wesleyan wellness program.  Our program rewards you for actively participating in activities that help you improve your health and well-being.  You and your spouse/partner can earn up to $150 twice a year by focusing on yourself!We know you have a lot on your plate right now with your new normal and we want to make sure that you don’t forget to log your wellness activities in WesPortal.  It’s easier to log them on an ongoing basis, than to try to remember at the end of the year!  The location on WesPortal to log is listed here in the presentation.The next incentive will be paid out in February for the points earned from July 1. - Dec. 31, points have to be entered by Jan. 19.   We’ll remind you again when we return from break!We’re especially encouraged by the participation we’ve had in the virtual adult fitness classes – please check them out on the website if you haven’t already done so. We’ll also be providing some educational opportunities through Success at Wes so be on the look-out for those!



Next Steps!

See the 2022 Benefits Guide for more details and instructions on 
how to access all Cigna programs.

myCigna.com and Cigna customer service group
at 800-Cigna24 are also great resources!
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This is a perfect opportunity to let you know where you can find more details regarding the programs I’m going through today.  We sent a link to you that had a link to the 2022 Wesleyan Benefits Guide, each of these programs is described in more detail and provides contact numbers and websites for you to access the services.  



Open Enrollment for Coverage 
Effective January 1, 2022
Be Informed…

• View your benefit options through WesPortal under Open Enroll 2022, “My Information”.  
• Enter the 2022 Open Enroll panel, view and accept the Confirmation page.
• You will then be directed to a page titled “Benefit Elections as of 1/1/2022”.  
• From this page, you will be able to click each of the benefit areas to enroll or change your 

enrollment.

Important Note: If you do not elect to make benefit changes, your 2021 elections will roll 
over to 2022.  However, you must re-enroll in the MERA, Dependent Care and HSA plans.

Take Action…

The Open Enrollment period will begin on November 1, 2021, and end on November 15, 
2021, at midnight.

Note: You must click the “SAVE” button on each page you are making a change or an 
election for them to be saved and displayed on the summary page.
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So what do you have to do for this year’s open enrollment?Go through bullets.



Questions?
Questions on your 2022 benefits or the enrollment process?

• View the Open Enrollment materials - Human Resources Webpage                             
at 2022 Open Enrollment.

• Virtual HSA Presentation - November 3, 2021, 12 pm - 1 pm

• Virtual Open Enrollment Presentation - Human Resources Webpage                           
at 2022 Open Enrollment

• Virtual Benefits Fair - November 3, 2021, from 10 am - 2 pm
• Presentations and Q&As
• See your open enrollment e-mail for times and Zoom Links.
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If you’ve got additional questions, Go through bullets.Thank you for joining us today to learn about Wesleyan’s 2022 benefits program.  That concludes the recorded portion of our program.

http://wesleyan.edu/hr/open-enrollment
http://wesleyan.edu/hr/open-enrollment


Questions?
Questions on your 2022 benefits or the enrollment process?

• Send an email to benefits@wesleyan.edu.
• Virtual 1:1 Appointment with Benefits Team - A Microsoft Teams link 

will be sent when you book your appointment. 
o November 4, 2021 - Link to Bookings to schedule 30-minute slot.

o November 10, 2021 - Link to Bookings to schedule 30-minute slot.

o November 15, 2021 - Link to Bookings to schedule 30-minute slot.
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https://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/Test3@wesleyan0.onmicrosoft.com/bookings/s/fLHS3CWDMEKKBBHK70fAxw2
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